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Virtual Agents for Human Communication 
Emotion Regulation and Involvement-Distance Trade-Offs 
in Embodied Conversational Agents and Robots
Matthijs Pontier
Thus far, conversational agents and social robots were mainly developed
from a technical point of view; e.g., ELIZA. The underlying model was
almost lay theory, showing that smiles express happiness and frowns
sadness. Yet, most agents and robots fail conversation-wise because they
cannot apply the right emotional response to the right situation. In this
interdisciplinary research project, we applied theories and models from
mediated interpersonal communication, human-computer interaction and
media psychology to embodied conversational agents. In doing so, the
agents became capable of social interaction and human-like
communication. A Turing Test has been performed, to check whether the
behavior generated by our computational model could be distinguished
from behavior generated by a human.
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